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I am pleased to announce the launch of *Clinical Medicine Reviews in Oncology*, a new journal published by Clinical Medicine Reviews.

*Clinical Medicine Reviews in Oncology* is an international peer reviewed journal which publishes articles on all aspects of cancer research and treatment. Of particular interest are the following topics:

- Molecular biology
- Genetics
- Pathophysiology
- Epidemiology
- Clinical interventions
- Controlled trials
- The diagnosis and treatment of patients with cancer
- Therapeutics, pharmacology and drug delivery
- Techniques of cancer surgery

*Clinical Medicine Reviews in Oncology* is published by Clinical Medicine Reviews, a new publisher of journals in the clinical medicine area. Clinical Medicine Reviews aims to become a provider of timely and highly reliable research in the area of oncology. It follows that rigorous editorial standards are applied to ensure that information provided to readers meets our high editorial standards. Articles will follow a consistent format so that the visual impact will be high and equal to that of the best hard-copy publications.

We expect to soon publish articles on topics including:

- Management of Ovarian Cancer and Soft Tissue Sarcoma: focus on Trabectidin
- Metastatic renal cancer: what role for Everolimus?
- Treatment options in lymphoma: focus on Rituximab